Junior Data Analyst

ROBERT SMITH

Phone: (123) 456 78 99
Email: info@qwikresume.com
Website: www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn:
linkedin.com/qwikresume
Address: 1737 Marshville Road,
Alabama.

Objective
7 years of data analysis, data warehousing, data modelling, data mapping, data profiling, process
flow and quality assurance skills Skillful in Business Intelligence experience in the use, design,
development, testing, support and migration of Microsoft SQL Server Oracle, and MS Access
database. Experience in Requirement gathering, Functional, Technical specifications, System
analysis, Design, Development, Testing and Implementation of client/server and web-based
applications.

Skills
Microsoft Office, C++, C, Javascript, Volunteer Management.

Work Experience
Junior Data Analyst
ABC Corporation  August 2011 – July 2017










Especially it serves more than 4.5 million beneficiaries of state sponsored health plans in 19
states, making it the nations leading provider of health care solutions for public programs.
Created reports for public health care program which help local low-income residence by
Reporting in generating reports using linked reports, sub reports and filters, charts in SQL
server reporting services (SSRS).
Gathered the requirements by interacting heavily with the business users, multiple technical
teams to design develop the work flows for the new functional piece.
Experienced in SQL joins, sub queries, tracing and performance tuning for better running of
queries.
Responsible for installation of SQL Server, database design, and create schema objects like
tables, views and indexes Extensively used joins and sub queries for complex queries
involving multiple tables from different databases.
Transformed complex business logic into database design and maintaining it by using SQL
objects, stored procedures, user defined functions, views, T-SQL scripting and jobs.
Successfully implemented indexes on tables for optimum performance.

Junior Data Analyst
Delta Corporation  2008 – 2011






Fifth Third Bancorp is a diversified financial services company headquartered in Cincinnati,
Ohio.
Fifth Third operates four main businesses Commercial Banking, Branch Banking, Consumer
Lending, and Investment Advisors, and is among the largest money managers in the Midwest.
Worked for a specific house mortgage database project to design a new database schema,
migrating data from MS Access to SQL Server 2008, performing analysis and then generating
various types of reports.
Responsibilities Created SSIS Packages using Various Transformation like Lookup, Derived
Columns, Condition Split, Data Conversion, Aggregate, Merge Join, Sort, Execute SQL Task,
Data Flow Task, and Execute Package Task etc.
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to generate underlying data for the reports and to export cleaned data from Excel
Spreadsheets, Text file, MS Access and CSV files to data warehouse.
Create Data Transformation tasks like BCP, BULK INSERT to import/ export data from clients.
Designed a new schema for the Data Mart databases.

Education
Master Of Science In Finance
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